ONENESS 101: 19 – Resurrection Is At Hand
After Jesus’ crucifixion, he spent three days in the tomb. In this time, he was in the astral planes
where he reviewed his remaining thought/soul threads that still were Earth related. He rested,
reevaluated and reprogrammed these lingering tendrils, and awaited his resurrection. In this
period, he was attended to and guided by a host of angelic guardians and etheric masters.
Following my crucifixion experience at the healing workshop, I spent about three weeks in a
tomb-like state of consciousness. During this time, I reviewed my crucifixion, gleaned further
insight about it, chose what I would say and do about it, and awaited my resurrection. In
considering my response to my crucifiers and others, the phrase “a word to the wise is
sufficient” came prominently to me. Whatever I said or shared was to be simple, concise and
couched in cosmic principles. Anything more would be superfluous and even counterproductive.
My first major step in resurrection came at a subconscious level in my dream of March 29. In it, I
was standing in the exact center of our I Am Nation property in northeastern Tennessee.
Sananda-Jesus the Christ totally transfigured me in his golden, resurrected light body, such that
every part of me, down to my feet, was enclosed in his divine overshadowing presence. This
was totally incredible and yet completely natural, all at the same time. He and I were one.
Once I had adjusted completely to his transfigurative overshadowing, he began radiating peace,
love, cooperation and coordination to every single soul in the local Tennessee area, in what
seemed to be a circle of about 50 miles in diameter. He knew each person, what problems and
deficiencies they had, and what they needed to do in their next healing step. It was like he was
a supercomputer in which the soul histories of all local individuals had been programmed, and
all healing therapies had been designed. I was totally in awe with this Christ command,
compassion and comprehension. I was like a little child with his god-like father, whose
awareness and consciousness were nearly beyond belief.
Everything that Sananda-Jesus radiated in and through me was uplifting, positive, helpful, wise
and loving. It was not that he did not know the underlying negativity and shortcomings of each
soul, for he did. However, he focused only on the good, on forgiveness, on moving forward, on
keeping one’s eye single on healing and harmony and holiness, and on resurrection.
As I observed, felt and co-participated to some degree in this, he conveyed to me that this was
my next step, that in time I would be able to do what he was demonstrating through me. In I Am
or Christ consciousness, this is the capability of each child of God. By the universal principle of
oneness, we are linked with the Christ in each other person. By faith, we know what they need
to do next. We have nothing but love in our hearts for them. We realize intuitively how each one
is to put the Christ back in his/her healing, and we assist everyone in this process.
How will you begin to experience your resurrection? Maybe in a similar dream. Perhaps in
meditation. Maybe in a waking “aha” experience. Perhaps with communion with Sananda/Jesus
-- in this Easter cycle all who are receptive will have some new connection with him and proof of
his mastership as the Prince of Peace and the spiritual leader of Earth. Prepare for this. Expect
this. Have faith in this resurrection. See it and it will be. Amen.
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